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[Title of the Invention] METHOD OF MANUFACTURING LIQUID

CRYSTAL DISPLAY APPARATUS

[Abstract]

[Object] To provide a method of manufacturing a liquid

crystal display apparatus having a high display quality by

using a UV cured resin as a sealing member.

[Solving Means] An alignment film is formed on a surface;

two glass substrates 11 and 12 obtained by performing an

rubbing process on the alignment film are prepared; a

sealing member 13 made of a UV cured resin is coated on the

alignment film of one substrate; spacers (not shown) are

dispersed and fixed on the alignment film of another

substrate; and the substrates are attached to each other to

form a cell. Next, a parallel-focused UV light 20 is

illuminated from an outer position of the glass substrate 12

on only the sealing member on the glass substrate 12 to cure

the sealing member 13. Next, an empty cell obtained by

curing the sealing member 13 and a pool storing a liquid

crystal material are provided into a vacuum chamber; the

liquid crystal material is pull up into the empty cell due

to a capillary effect by using a vacuum injection process;

the liquid crystal material is diffused over the entire

surface of the empty cell; and then, a molding member is

coated at an inlet of the cell to close the cell, thereby
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completing a panel.

[Claims]

[Claim 1] A method of manufacturing a liquid crystal

display apparatus, comprising steps of:

coating with a UV cured sealing member an alignment

film of one of two transparent substrates having a surface

on which the alignment film is formed;

dispersing and fixing spacers on an alignment film of

one of the two transparent substrates;

combing the two facing transparent substrates with the

sealing member;

curing the sealing member by illuminating UV light on

only the sealing member disposed between the two transparent

substrates, the UV light substantially illuminated from an

outer position of one or two substrates of the attached two

transparent substrates

.

[Claim 2]

The method according to Claim 1, after the step of

curing the sealing member, further comprising a step of

injecting the liquid crystal material into a gap between the

attached two transparent substrates.

[Claim 3]

The method according to Claim 1, before the step of

attaching the two transparent substrates, further comprising
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a step of dropping the liquid crystal material on the

alignment film of one of the two transparent substrates.

[Claim 4]

The method according to any one of Claims 1 to 3,

wherein the step of curing the sealing member is a step of

curing the sealing member by illuminating the UV light

focused with optical means from an outer position of one or

two substrate of the two transparent substrates on the

sealing member disposed between the two transparent

substrates

.

[Claim 5]

The method according to any one of Claims 1 to 3,

wherein the step of curing the sealing member is a step of

curing the sealing member by illuminating the UV patterned

light obtained by passing the UV light through a UV

shielding member having a passing pattern corresponding to a

coating pattern of the sealing member from an outer position

of one or two substrate of the two transparent substrates on

the sealing member disposed between the two transparent

substrates.

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Technical Field of the Invention]

The present invention relates to a method of
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manufacturing a liquid crystal display apparatus used for OA

apparatuses such as a word processor, hand terminals, and

portable communication apparatuses.

[0002]

[Description of the Related Art]

Conventionally, a vacuum injection process has been

mainly used as a process, of injecting a liquid crystal into

a cell in a method of manufacturing a liquid crystal display

apparatus. FIG. 10 shows the liquid crystal injection

process using the vacuum injection process. In the vacuum

injection process, firstly, an alignment film is formed on a

main surface, and, if necessary, a rubbing process is

performed on the alignment film, so that two glass

substrates 44 are prepared. Spacers are dispersed and fixed

on the alignment film of one of the two substrates, and an

adhesive (a sealing member) are printed on one of the two

substrates. Next, the two glass substrates 44 are attached

to each other to form an empty cell 40. Next, the empty

cell 40 and a pool storing a liquid crystal 42 are inserted

into a vacuum chamber 41, and a vacuum degree of the vacuum

chamber 41 is maintained in a constant value. Next, an

inlet 43 of the empty cell 40 is immersed into the pool 45,

and the pressure of the vacuum chamber 41 is returned to the

atmospheric pressure, so that the liquid crystal is pulled

up into the empty cell 40 due to a capillary effect. After
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the liquid crystal is diffused over the entire surface of

the empty cell 40, the cell is closed by coating the molding

material at the inlet 43. In addition, the adhesive

{sealing material) for the empty cell 40 generally includes

a thermoset resin or a UV cured resin. After the resin is

coated, a curing process is performed. In the method of

manufacturing the liquid crystal display apparatus using

this vacuum injection process, there is a problem in that

the injection time of the liquid crystal is too long. In

particular, as the size of the empty cell increases, the

time for equalizing the pressure of the vacuum chamber 41

and the pressure of the empty cell 40 too increases.

Recently, in order to increase the response rate of the

liquid crystal display apparatus, a cell gap (a gap between

two glass substrates) has been intended to be reduced from a

conventional value of 6 ~ 7 \xm down to a value of 3 - 4 jam.

However, as the gap is reduced, the time required for

maintaining the pressure of the empty cell 40 in a constant

value or the time of pulling up the liquid crystal by using

a capillary effect is prolonged. Therefore, the process

time increases up to several times of conventional process

time. In order to reduce the elongation of the liquid

crystal injection time, a dropping process shown in FIG. 11

is proposed.

[0003]
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The dropping process is as follows. Firstly, an

alignment film is formed, and if necessary, a rubbing

process is performed on the alignment film, so that two

glass substrates 50 and 51 are prepared. A sealing member

54 used for attachment is screen-printed or patterned with a

dispenser or the like on the glass substrate 51, and a

predetermined amount of liquid crystal 52 is dropped.

Spacers 55 are dispersed and fixed on another substrate 50.

The sealing member 54 is made of a cured resin. Next, the

substrates 50 and 51 are disposed within a vacuum chamber 53.

When the vacuum chamber 53 reaches to an optimal vacuum

degree, the two substrates 50 and 51 are attached to each

other. Next, by curing the sealing member 54, a region to

be used as a display region of a liquid crystal display

apparatus in a cell gap (a gap between the attached glass

substrates 50 and 51) is completely molded. Finally, a

region of the two glass substrates 50 and 51 corresponding

to a liquid crystal display apparatus are remained by

cutting the two glass substrates 50 and 51. Although only

one device region (the region to be used as the liquid

crystal display device) is shown in FIG. 11, a plurality of

device regions (a region to be used as the liquid crystal

display device) are formed on a large-sized substrate, the

glass substrate is divided into individual device regions

(regions to be used as the liquid crystal display devices)
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by a cutting process, so that a plurality of devices can be

obtained at one time. In the dropping process, since a long

time is not taken to dispose the liquid crystal within the

cell, the liquid crystal display apparatus can be obtained

in a short time. In addition, even though the liquid

crystal display apparatus is large, or even though the cell

gap is narrow, there is an advantage in that the time for

completing the liquid crystal display apparatus does not

change. In addition, unlike the vacuum injection process,

since a series of processes can be carried out with a in-

line process not a batch process, and since a plurality of

devices can be obtained at one time, there is another

advantage in that it is possible to reduce production cost.

In addition, the sealing member 54 is preferably a UV cured

region rather than a thermoset resin. Since the thermoset

resin is fused during a curing process, the fused thermoset

resin penetrates n to the liquid crystal, so that

characteristics of the liquid crystal may deteriorate.

[0004]

[Problems to be Solved by the Invention]

However, in the aforementioned methods (the vacuum

injection process and the dropping process), the UV cured

resin is used as a sealing member. Particularly, in the

dropping process, the UV cured resin is preferably used as a

sealing member. In a UV illumination process for curing the
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UV cured resin, the UV light may exert a bad influence on

the cell. In general, when a strong UV light is illuminated

on an alignment film in the cell, characteristics of the

illuminated region changes, so that the tilt angle of the

liquid crystal material (liquid crystal molecules) in the

cell changes. Therefore, the alignment state of the liquid

crystal material (liquid crystal molecules) is unstable. In

addition, in the dropping process, since there exists the

liquid crystal material during the UV illumination process,

the UV light is also illuminated on the liquid crystal

material, so that change in the characteristics of the

liquid crystal material and decomposition of the components

of the liquid crystal material occur. Therefore, a normal

display characteristic may not be obtained. According to a

reliability test for the liquid crystal display apparatus

illuminated by the UV light, most of the liquid crystal

display apparatus shows a great deterioration, in current

values or optical characteristics. In addition, recently, a

recent alignment film is an optical alignment film which is

obtained by UV illumination alignment not a mechanical

rubbing alignment. When the UV light is illuminated on the

optical alignment film, the re-alignment occurs in the

optical alignment film, so that an abnormal alignment may

occur. Recently, although a UV-resistant liquid crystal is

developed, the UV resistance of the liquid crystal is not
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sufficient. In addition, since end users of the liquid

crystal display apparatus requires more high display quality,

there is a need for a method of suppressing a bad influence

of the UV illumination on the liquid crystal material or the

alignment film.

[0005]

In consideration of the aforementioned problems, an

object of the present invention is to provide a method of

manufacturing a liquid crystal display apparatus having a

high display quality by using a UV cured resin as a sealing

member

.

[0006]

[Means for Solving the Problems]

In order to achieve the aforementioned object of the

present invention, according to an aspect of the present

invention, there is provided a method of manufacturing a

liquid crystal display apparatus comprises steps of: coating

with a UV cured sealing member an alignment film of one of

two transparent substrates having a surface on which the

alignment film is formed; dispersing and fixing spacers on

an alignment film of one of the two transparent substrates;

combing the two facing transparent substrates with the

sealing member; curing the sealing member by illuminating UV

light on only the sealing member disposed between the two

transparent substrates, the UV light substantially
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illuminated from an outer position of one or two substrates

of the attached two transparent substrates, so that it is

possible to cure the sealing member without the UV light

being illuminated on the alignment film in the region to be

formed as the display region of the liquid crystal display

apparatus with in the cell (in the attached two transparent

substrates) . As a result, it is possible to maintain a

predetermined alignment property of the alignment film in

the region to be formed as the display region of the liquid

crystal display apparatus. In addition, in case of using an

optical alignment film, it is possible to prevent abnormal

alignment of the optical alignment film. Therefore, in case

of manufacturing the liquid crystal display apparatus by

using an injection process of injecting the liquid crystal

material into a gap between the attached two transparent

substrate after the sealing member curing process, the

liquid crystal material after liquid crystal injection can

be maintained in a preferred alignment state, and a high-

display-quality liquid crystal display apparatus can be

manufactured. On the other hand, in case of manufacturing

the liquid crystal display apparatus by using a dropping

process of dropping the liquid crystal material on the

alignment film of one of the two transparent substrates

before the attachment of the two transparent substrates, it

is possible to maintain a predetermined alignment property
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of the alignment film, and it is possible to obtain a high-

display-quality liquid crystal display apparatus without

change in the resistance value of the liquid crystal

material in the gap between the two transparent substrates

or decomposition of the components of the liquid crystal

material

.

[0007]

In the method of manufacturing the liquid crystal

display apparatus according to the present invention, it is

preferable that the sealing member curing step is performed

by illuminating the UV light focused with optical means on

the sealing member disposed between the two transparent

substrates from an outer position of one substrate or from

outer positions of the two substrates. By the preferred

process, the UV light can be selectively illuminated, and

the production time can be shortened.

[0008]

In addition, in the method of manufacturing the liquid

crystal display apparatus according to the present invention,

it is preferable that the sealing member curing step is

performed by illuminating the UV light passing through the

UV shielding member having an opening pattern corresponding

to a coating pattern of the sealing member on the sealing

member disposed between the two transparent substrates from

an outer position of one substrate or from outer positions
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of the two substrates. By the preferred process, the UV

light can be selectively illuminated on the sealing member

with a high accuracy, and the illumination of the UV on the

liquid crystal material and the alignment film can be

prevented with a high accuracy. As a result, it is possible

to obtain a high-display-quality liquid crystal display

apparatus with a high yield.

[0009]

[Embodiments]

Now, embodiments of the present invention will be

described.

(First Embodiment)

Fig. 1 is a cross sectional view showing a sealing

member curing process in a method of manufacturing a liquid

crystal display apparatus according to a first embodiment of

the present invention. In the figure, reference numerals 11

and 12 denotes a pair of substrates having inner surfaces on

which alignment films are formed wherein a rubbing process

is performed on the alignment films; reference numeral 13

denotes a sealing member made of a acrylate UV cured resin;

and reference numeral 20 is a parallel-focused UV light. In

addition, although spacers are not shown, the spacers are

generally dispersed to sustain a predetermined interval

(gap) between the two substrates 11 and 12.

[0010]
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Now, a method of manufacturing a liquid crystal display

apparatus will be described. Firstly, alignment films are

formed on surfaces of the substrate 11 and 12, and, a

rubbing process is performed on the alignment films, so that

two glass substrates 11 and 12 are prepared. The sealing

member 13 made of a UV cured resin is coated on the

alignment film of one (the glass substrate 12) of the two

substrates, and spacers (not shown) are dispersed and fixed

on the alignment film of another substrate (the glass

substrate 11) . Next, the two glass substrates 11 and 12 are

attached to each other to form an empty cell. Although the

sealing member 13 is coated on one substrate (the substrate

11) and the spacers are dispersed and fixed on another

substrate (the substrate 12), the sealing member 13 may be

coated on one substrate and the spacers may also be

dispersed on the substrate. Fig. 3 is a plan view of the

glass substrate 12 having a surface on which the sealing

member 13 is formed. Although only the device region (a

region to be formed as a liquid crystal display device) is

shown in FIG. 1, as shown in FIG. 3, the sealing member is

generally constructed with a line-shaped pattern (a sealing

member) 13 for partitioning device regions and a supporting

line-shaped pattern (a sealing member) 13a for increasing

attachment strength for the two substrates. Widths of the

line-shaped patterns are generally in a range of 1.0 ~ 2.0
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mm, but not limited thereto.

[0011]

Next, a parallel-focused UV light 20 by using a UV

emission unit of FIG. 2 is illuminated on the sealing member

13 from an outer position of the substrate 12 in order to

cure the sealing member 13. Here, the parallel-focused UV

light 20 is scanned along the coating pattern of the sealing

member 13. Spot size (a diameter or a long-axis diameter)

of the parallel-focused UV light 20 is needed to be smaller

than widths of the sealing members 13 and 13a. Here, a

construction of the UV emission unit of FIG. 2 will be

described in brief. In the figure, reference numeral 14

denotes an ultra-high-pressure mercury lamp; reference

numeral 15 denotes an elliptic focusing mirror; reference

numeral 16 denotes a concave lens; and reference numeral 20

denotes the parallel-focused UV light. This apparatus is an

optical system in a general exposure apparatus. The UV

light emitting from the ultra-high-pressure mercury lamp is.

focused on the elliptic focusing mirror 15, and then,

focused as a parallel light by the concave lens 16. The

parallel-focused UV light 20 is scanned with the optical

system (constructed with the ultra-high-pressure mercury

lamp 14, the elliptic focusing mirror 15, and the concave

lens 16) being moved by a driving mechanism (not shown)

.

Alternatively, without the concave lens 16, the optical
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system may be constructed with only the elliptic focusing

mirror to obtain the parallel light. In addition, if the

parallel-focused UV light 20 is input to an optical fiber

and branched/emitted, the UV scanning mechanism can be

simplified.

[0012]

Next, the empty cell with the sealing member 13 cured

and a pool storing the liquid crystal material are disposed

within a vacuum chamber. The vacuum degree of the vacuum

camber is adjusted in a predetermined value, and after that,

an inlet of the empty cell is immersed into the poll. The

pressure of the vacuum chamber is returned to the

atmospheric pressure, so that the liquid crystal material is

pulled up into the empty cell due to a capillary effect.

Next, when the liquid crystal is diffused over the entire

surface of the empty cell, the inlet is molded with a

molding material, so that a panel is completed.

[0013]

In the method of manufacturing the liquid crystal

display apparatus according to the embodiment, since the

parallel-focused UV light 20 is illuminated on the only the

sealing member 13 to cure the sealing member 13, the UV

light is not illuminated on the alignment film in the device

region (the region to be formed as the liquid crystal

display device) within the cell (the attached transparent
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substrates 11 and 12) . Therefore, it is possible to

preventing non-uniformity of the pre-tilt angle between the

alignment film and the liquid crystal material (the liquid

crystal molecules) due to change in the characteristics of

the alignment film in the device region. As a result, a

high-display-quality liquid crystal display apparatus

without a threshold value non-uniformity can be obtained.

In addition, it is possible to preventing the UV light from

illuminating on the alignment film of the device region due

to the parallel-focused UV light 20 deviating from the

sealing member 13. In addition, it is possible to cure the

sealing member 13 without an uncured region. Therefore, the

spot size (diameter or a long-axis diameter) of the

parallel-focused UV light 20 is preferably equal to or less

than the widths of the sealing members 13. In addition, it

is preferable that the uncured region of the sealing member

13 is removed by repeatedly scanning the UV light 20.

[0014]

(Second Embodiment)

Fig. 4 is a cross sectional view showing a sealing

member curing process in a method of manufacturing a liquid

crystal display apparatus according to a second embodiment

of the present invention. The same reference numeral as

those of FIG. 1 denotes the same components. Reference

numeral 20a denotes a parallel-focused UV light. Although
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the spacers are not shown in the figure, the spacers are

generally disposed between the glass substrates in order to

sustain a predetermined interval (gap)

.

[0015]

The method of manufacturing a liquid crystal display

apparatus according to the second embodiment is basically

the same as that according to the first embodiment, except

that the UV light used to illuminate the sealing member 13

is the focused UV light 20a. In addition, FIG. 5 shows a UV

emission unit for emitting the focused UV light. In the

figure, the same reference numerals as those of FIG. 2

denote the same or corresponding components. Reference

numeral 36 denotes a convex lens. UV light emitting from

the ultra-high-pressure mercury lamp 14 is focused by an

elliptic focusing mirror 15, and then, focused as a focused

light by the convex lens 36. In addition, the focused UV

light 20a is input to an optical fiber and branched/emitted,

so that a mechanism for scanning the UV light 20a can be

simplified and miniaturized.

[0016]

In the method of manufacturing the liquid crystal

display apparatus according to the embodiment, it is

possible to obtain the same effect as the first embodiment.

In addition, in the first embodiment, if the pattern width

of the sealing member 13 changes, it is necessary to replace
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the elliptic focusing mirror 15 in the UV emission unit or

to adjust the distance between the elliptic focusing mirror

15 and the lens 16 in order to change the spot size

(diameter or long-axis diameter) of the parallel-focused UV

light 20. However, in the second embodiment, since the

convex lens 36 can be simply replaced with a different

thickness lens in the UV emission unit, it is possible to

easily change the spot (diameter or long-axis diameter) of

the focused UV light 20a. Therefore, there is a good

workability when the pattern width of the sealing member 13

changes. In addition, it is possible to preventing the UV

light from illuminating on the alignment film of the device

region due to the focused UV light 20a deviating from the

sealing member 13. In addition, it is possible to cure the

sealing member 13 without an uncured region. Therefore,

similar to the first embodiment, the spot size (diameter or

a long-axis diameter) of the focused UV light 20a is

preferably egual to or less than the widths of the sealing

members 13. In addition, it is preferable that the uncured

region of the sealing member 13 is removed by repeatedly

scanning the focused UV light 2 0a.

[0017]

(Third Embodiment)

Fig. 7 is a cross sectional view showing a sealing

member curing process in a method of manufacturing a liquid
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crystal display apparatus according to a third embodiment of

the present invention. The same reference numeral as those

of FIG. 1 denotes the same components. Reference numeral 17

denotes a liquid crystal material.

[0018]

FIG. 6 is a flowchart (a flowchart of a conventional

dropping process) of a method of manufacturing a liquid

crystal display apparatus according to a third embodiment of

the present invention. Namely, the third embodiment relates

to a method of manufacturing a liquid crystal display

apparatus using the dropping process.

[0019]

Now, a method of manufacturing a liquid crystal display

apparatus will be described with reference to the figure.

Firstly, alignment films are formed on surfaces of the

substrate 11 and 12, and, a rubbing process is performed on

the alignment films, so that two glass substrates 11 and 12

are prepared. The sealing member 13 made of a UV cured

resin is coated on the alignment film of one substrate and a

liquid crystal material is dropped thereon. In addition,

spacers (not shown) are dispersed and fixed on the alignment

film of another substrate. Next, the two glass substrates

11 and 12 are disposed within a vacuum chamber. When the

vacuum chamber reaches to an optimal vacuum degree, the two

glass substrates 11 and 12 are attached to each other to
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form a liquid crystal cell. Although the sealing member 13

is coated on one substrate and the spacers are dispersed and

fixed on another substrate, the sealing member 13 may be

coated on one substrate and the spacers may also be

dispersed on the substrate.

[0020]

Next, a parallel-focused UV light 20 by using a UV

emission unit used in the first embodiment is illuminated on

the sealing member 13 from an outer position of the

substrate 12 in order to cure the sealing member 13. Here,

the parallel-focused UV light 20 is scanned along the

coating pattern of the sealing member 13. Spot size (a

diameter or a long-axis diameter) of the parallel-focused UV

light 20 is needed to be smaller than widths of the sealing

members 13 and 13a. Finally, the glass substrate is subject

to a cutting process, so that regions to be formed as the

liquid crystal display devices can be obtained from the

liquid crystal cell.

[0021]

In the method of manufacturing the liquid crystal

display apparatus according to the embodiment, since the

parallel-focused UV light 20 is illuminated on only the

sealing member 13 to cure the sealing member 13, the UV

light cannot be substantially illuminated on the liquid

crystal material 17 and the alignment film in the device
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region (the region to be substantially formed as a liquid

crystal display device) within the liquid crystal cell.

Therefore, the resistance value of the liquid crystal

material cannot change, or the components of the liquid

crystal material are not decomposed- In addition, it is

possible to prevent non-uniformity of the tilt angle between

the liquid crystal material (liquid crystal molecules) and

the alignment film. As a result, it is possible to obtain a

high-display-quality liquid crystal display apparatus

without a threshold value non-uniformity.

[0022]

In addition, in order to improve the reproducibility of

the high-display-quality liquid crystal display apparatus,

it is necessary to increase illumination accuracy for

illuminating the UV light on only the sealing member in

comparison to the first and second embodiments. In addition,

it is necessary to shorten the time interval from the

attachment of the two substrates to the UV illumination in

comparison to the first and second embodiments. As

described above, in the dropping process, when the UV light

is illuminated on the sealing member, since the liquid

crystal material is adjacent to the sealing member within

the cell, and since the change in the characteristics of the

alignment film and the change in the characteristics of the

liquid crystal material exert a great influence on the
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display quality of the liquid crystal display apparatus,

there is a need to reduce the illuminated amount of the UV

on the liquid crystal material as possible as can. In

addition, during the time interval from the attachment of

the two glass substrates to the illumination of the UV light,

the sealing member is in an uncured state. Therefore, if

the time interval is too long, the uncured sealing material

may penetrate into the liquid crystal material, so that the

characteristics of the liquid crystal material may change.

[0023]

(Fourth Embodiment)

The method of manufacturing a liquid crystal display

apparatus according to the fourth embodiment is basically

the same as that according to the third embodiment, except

that a UV emission unit of FIG. 5 is used as the UV emission

unit

.

[0024]

In the method of manufacturing the liquid crystal

display apparatus according to the embodiment, similar to

the third embodiment, since the UV light cannot be

substantially illuminated on the liquid crystal material 17

and the alignment film in the device region (the region to

be substantially formed as a liquid crystal display device)

within the liquid crystal cell during the sealing member

curing process, , it is possible to obtain a high-display-
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quality liquid crystal display apparatus without a threshold

value non-uniformity. In addition, similar to the second

embedment, since the spot size (a diameter or a long-axis

diameter) of the focused UV light 20a can easily change,

there is a good workability when the pattern width of the

sealing member 13 changes.

[0025]

(Fifth Embodiment)

Fig. 8 is a side view of a UV emitting unit used for a

method of manufacturing a liquid crystal display apparatus

according to a third embodiment of the present invention.

In the figure, The same reference numeral as those of FIG . 1

denotes the same components. Reference numeral 30 denotes

an unfocused UV light which is not a parallel-focused light

or a focused light. Reference numeral 61 denotes a UV

shielding member, which is constructed with a glass

substrate 61 and a black-colored resist pattern 63 formed on

a main surface of the glass substrate 62. The UV shielding

member 61 has an opening pattern 64 corresponding to a

coating pattern of the sealing member 13. Here, the

thickness of the glass substrate 62 is in a range of 2.0 ~

5.0 mm in order to prevent the UV shielding member 61 from

bending due to influence of heat or the like. In addition,

FIG. 9 is a plan view of the UV shielding member 61 seen

from an upper position thereof.
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[0026]

In the method of manufacturing the liquid crystal

display apparatus according to the embodiment, the UV

shielding member 61 having the opening pattern 64

corresponding to the coating pattern of the sealing member

23 in the liquid crystal cell is disposed adjacent to the

liquid crystal cell. Next, the UV light 30 is illuminated

on the liquid crystal cell through the UV shielding member

61, so that only the sealing member 13 can be selectively

illuminated. Therefore, in the method of manufacturing the

liquid crystal display apparatus according to the embodiment,

the UV light cannot be illuminated on the device region (the

region to be substantially formed as a liquid crystal

display device) within the liquid crystal cell during the UV

light illumination process. Therefore, similar to the first

embodiment, it is possible to prevent non-uniformity of the

tilt angle between the liquid crystal material (liquid,

crystal molecules) and the alignment film. As a result, it

is possible to obtain a high-display-quality liquid crystal

display apparatus without a threshold value non-uniformity.

In addition, in the first to fourth embodiments, there is a

need to use a particular optical member (the elliptic

focusing mirror 15, the convex lens 36, and the concave

lens) for focusing the UV light as a parallel light or a

focused light, and there is also a need to scan the
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parallel-focused UV light 20 or the focused light 20a on the

sealing member 13. However, in the embodiment, an

sufficient effect can be obtained by disposing the UV

shielding member 61 adjacent to the liquid crystal cell and

illuminating the UV light on the entire surface of the

liquid crystal cell at one time, so that the workability can

be improved and production cost can be reduced. In addition,

in the first to fourth embodiments, there is a possibility

of erroneously illuminating the parallel-focused UV light 10

or the focused UV light 20a on the liquid crystal material

17 and the alignment film in the device region (the region

to be substantially formed as a liquid crystal display

device) within the liquid crystal cell. However, in the

embodiment, since the device region in the liquid crystal

cell can be completely shielded by the UV shielding member

61, it is possible to prevent the UV light from being

illuminated on the device region in the liquid crystal cell

with a high accuracy.

[0027]

(Sixth Embodiment)

A method of manufacturing a liquid crystal display

apparatus according to a sixth embodiment utilizes a

dropping process similar to the third embodiment. The

sealing member curing process is the same as that of the

fifth embodiment.
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[0028]

In the method of manufacturing the liquid crystal

display apparatus according to the embodiment, similar to

the - third embodiment, since the UV light cannot be

substantially illuminated on the liquid crystal material 17

and the alignment film in the device region (the region to

be substantially formed as a liquid crystal display device)

within the liquid crystal cell during the sealing member

curing process, , it is possible to obtain a high-display-

quality liquid crystal display apparatus without a threshold

value non-uniformity

.

[0029]

In addition, the UV shielding member 61 used in the

fifth and sixth embodiments may be used for the first to

fourth embodiments in order to prevent the parallel-focused

UV light 10 or the focused UV light 20a from being

erroneously illuminated on a region deviated from the

sealing member formation region in the liquid crystal cell.

[0030]

In addition, in all the aforementioned embodiments,

although the UV light is illuminated from an outer position

of the one substrate, the UV light may be illuminated from

outer positions of both of the two substrates. If the UV

light is illuminated from the outer positions of both of the

two substrates, it is possible to shorten the illumination
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time

.

[0031]

[Effect]

According to the present invention, a method of

manufacturing a liquid crystal display apparatus comprises

steps of: coating with a UV cured sealing member an

alignment film of one of two transparent substrates having a

surface on which the alignment film is formed; dispersing

and fixing spacers on an alignment film of one of the two

transparent substrates; combing the two facing transparent

substrates with the sealing member; curing the sealing

member by illuminating UV light on only the sealing member

disposed between the two transparent substrates, the UV

light substantially illuminated from an outer position of

one or two substrates of the attached two transparent

substrates, so that it is possible to cure the sealing

member without the UV light being illuminated on the

alignment film in the region to be formed as the display

region of the liquid crystal display apparatus with in the

cell (in the attached two transparent substrates) . As a

result, it is possible to maintain a predetermined alignment

property of the alignment film in the region to be formed as

the display region of the liquid crystal display apparatus.

In addition, in case of using an optical alignment film, it

is possible to prevent abnormal alignment of the optical
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alignment film. Therefore, in case of manufacturing the

liquid crystal display apparatus by using the so-called

(vacuum) injection process of injecting the liquid crystal

material into a gap between the attached two transparent

substrate after the sealing member curing process, the

liquid crystal material after liquid crystal injection can

be maintained in a preferred alignment state, and a high-

display-quality liquid crystal display apparatus can be

manufactured. On the other hand, in case of manufacturing

the liquid crystal display apparatus by using the so-called

dropping process of dropping the liquid crystal material on

the alignment film of one of the two transparent substrates

before the attachment of the two transparent substrates, it

is possible to maintain a predetermined alignment property

of the alignment film, and it is possible to obtain a high-

display-quality liquid crystal display apparatus without

change in the resistance value of the liquid crystal

material in the gap between the two transparent substrates

or decomposition of the components of the liquid crystal

material.

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Fig. 1]

Fig. 1 is a cross sectional view showing a sealing

member curing process in a method of manufacturing a liquid

crystal display apparatus according to a first embodiment of
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the present invention.

[Fig. 2]

Fig. 2 is a side view of a UV emitting unit used for a

method of manufacturing a liquid crystal display apparatus

according to a first embodiment of the present invention.

[Fig. 3]

Fig. 3 is a plan view of a glass substrate having a

surface on which a sealing member of FIG. 1 is formed.

[Fig. 4]

Fig. 4 is a cross sectional view showing a sealing

member curing process in a method of manufacturing a liquid

crystal display apparatus according to a second embodiment

of the present invention.

[Fig. 5]

Fig. 5 is a side view of a UV emitting unit used for a

method of manufacturing a liquid crystal display apparatus

according to a second embodiment of the present invention.

[FIG. 6]

FIG. 6 is a flowchart (a flowchart of a conventional

dropping process) of a method of manufacturing a liquid

crystal display apparatus according to a third embodiment, of

the present invention.

[Fig. 7]

Fig. 7 is a cross sectional view showing a sealing

member curing process in a method of manufacturing a liquid
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crystal display apparatus according to a third embodiment of

the present invention.

[Fig. 8]

Fig. 8 is a side view of a UV emitting unit used for a

method of manufacturing a liquid crystal display apparatus

according to a third embodiment of the present invention.

[FIG. 9]

FIG. 9 is a plan view of a UV shielding member seen of

FIG. 8 from an upper position thereof.

[FIG. 10]

FIG. 10 is a side view showing a process of injecting a

liquid crystal into a cell by using a vacuum injection

process

.

[FIG. 11]

FIG. 11 is a side view showing a substrate attaching

process after a liquid crystal dropping process in a method

of manufacturing a liquid crystal display apparatus by using

a dropping process.

[Reference Numerals]

11, 12: glass substrate

13: sealing member

14: ultra high pressure mercury lamp

15: elliptic focusing mirror

16: concave lens

20: parallel-focused UV light
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61: UV shielding member
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